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WILL YOU HOST A FAMILY FOR IFTAAR 
AND EARN HIS REWARD ALL YEAR ROUND?
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SALAAMUN ALAIKUM,

Over two years on from the beginning of the global Covid-19 pandemic, this Ramadhan 
presents a unique opportunity to show support and togetherness with families around 
the world. Global food prices of essential food items like wheat have increased by more 
than 20% as climate change continues to impact food production in many developing 

countries especially war impacted ones.

Starting with a food basket in Ramadhan, we will work with communities all year-
round to help them have the best possible future.

We understand that there are communities living in the poorest regions who are trying 
to live to their full potential or face multiple challenges. 

Will you help us and stand with these communities to provide them with choice and 
dignity, year round, particularly during the Holy month of Ramadhan?

The following pages detail our country specific programmes for 2022 and how you can 
take part.

IN THIS MONTH, WE ARE ALL GUESTS 
OF THE MOST MERCIFUL ONE

20%
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The guiding principles for our Ramadhan campaign are to:

PROTECT THE PERSON AND THEIR FAMILY’S DIGNITY THROUGH PHYSICAL 
AND EMOTIONAL WELLBEING

PRESERVE THE FAMILY’S FOOD SUPPLY

PROVIDE A MEANS OF INCOME TO SUPPORT INDIVIDUALS CHOICE OVER
THEIR FUTURES

In 2021 with your help, we were able to raise over
& provide Iftaar for over women, men and children

for the entire Holy Month. 

£325,000
100,000

This meant that:

WHOLE COMMUNITIES 
HAD IMPROVED 

NUTRITIONAL STATUS 
AND OVERALL HEALTH 

CONDITIONS

INDIVIDUALS 
EXPERIENCED FOOD 
SECURITY FOR THE 

HOLY MONTH, MANY 
FOR THE FIRST TIME

WHOLE FAMILIES 
FELT AN INCREASED SENSE 

OF DIGNITY AS FAMILIES 
FULFIL DAILY FASTING FOR 

SPIRITUAL ENLIGHTENMENT
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HOW TO TAKE PART AND

DONATE
Over the following pages we invite you to take a look through the key communities we 
will be working with to provide iftaar this Ramadhan. Of course, this is only possible 

with your support.

WE ONLY FEED YOU FOR ALLAH’S SAKE;
WE DESIRE FROM YOU NEITHER REWARD NOR THANKS

THERE ARE SEVERAL EASY WAYS
TO DONATE

HOW CAN I DONATE?
1. THROUGH THE WEBSITE

LADYFATEMAHTRUST.ENTHUSE.COM/RAMADANBASKETS22

2. DIRECTLY INTO OUR BANK ACCOUNT

LADY FATEMAH TRUST
ACCOUNT NO :                  507 116 59 
SORT CODE :                                         20 – 81 – 11

BARCLAYS BANK PLC., 71 HIGH STREET,
STAINES,MIDDLESEX TW18 4PS£

LADY FATEMAH TRUST
ACCOUNT NO :                   67458366  
SORT CODE :                                     20 - 81 - 11

BANK IDENTIFIER CODE: BARCGB22  
IBAN: GB93 BUKB 2081 1167 4583 66$
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This Ramadhan we need your help to provide up to 1,000 
widow headed families with food baskets of staples so 
that they can break their fast with dignity. Many widow 
headed families remain vulnerable to poverty due to 
chronic illness and care of aged relatives and are still 
dependent on charitable subsidies for basic essentials 
and survival. Mothernomics continues to place women’s 
economic potential at the forefront of our work in Iraq.

We are two years in to our million moms 
decade where we will empower one million 
mothers to; strive in education, access clean 
water, have safe births and gain the skills to 
earn their own income.

A key part of this work takes place in Iraq where orphaned children and their 
mothers are supported to fulfil their potential. An increasing number of deaf 
mothers now enrich the group of mothers training.

The Mothernomics project, the LFT’s flagship project in Iraq, combines 
vocational skills training, a mental health needs assessment, access to 
equipment and a unique social enterprise model.

The same mothers we used to support with monthly subsidies are now earning their own income and 
supporting their children to stay in school, eat more healthy meals and have choice in their lives once 
again.

1000
WIDOWED, 

DIVORCED AND 
DISABLED MOTHER 
HEADED FAMILIES

THE COST TO 
SUPPORT A 
FAMILY IS

£45

$75

$60
USD

GBP

CAD

IRAQ
EMPOWERING MOTHERS TO STAND ON THEIR OWN TWO FEET
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TANZANIA
SUPPORTING MOTHERS AND BABIES TO THRIVE

Across Zanzibar, just off the coast of Tanzania, the LFT is embarking 
upon a holistic health programme to eliminate childhood and maternal 
anaemia, death and suffering in childbirth, island wide. In a continent 
where the risk to women and their babies is fifty times higher than 
the highest income countries, maternal health care support is vital for 
saving lives. We are working in communities to support mothers access 
the health care they deserve.

THE COST TO 
SUPPORT A 
FAMILY IS

£25

$45

$35
USD

GBP

CAD

So far we have worked with our partners to train staff, 
equip heath facilities and build the infrastructure 
needed. An exciting new emergency care unit as well 
as more maternity clinics continue to be delivered.

This Ramadhan the LFT will support 
communities, including pregnant 
women, women with babies and 
young children across Zanzibar.

THIS RAMADHAN HELP US TO 
SUPPORT WOMEN AND FAMILIES IN 
THE COMMUNITIES WE WORK WITH TO 
BREAK THEIR FAST WITH DIGNITY.

IFTAR PARCELS
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YEMEN
REBUILDING RESILIENCE THROUGH AL SIDDIQA BAKERY & MOTHERNOMICS

Yemen today still heavily relies on food aid 
support. Protracted warm means everyday 
life is precarious and a large proportion of the 
country continues to live on the brink of famine. 

As Ramadhan approaches, food takes on a 
different meaning and iftaar packages can help 
families have peace of mind with food security 
for the Holy month.

THE COST TO SUPPORT A FAMILY IS

£45 $75$60
USD GBP CAD

5000
FAMILIES

the following food items will be 
distributed in baskets containing; 
rice, sugar, oil, spaghetti, beans, 

lentils, flour, dates and tea.

FOR 5,000 FAMILIES WHO ARE 
LIVING ON THE BRINK OF FAMINE 

IN HODEIDA AND SANA,

IFTAR PARCELS

ALONGSIDE YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT ENABLING FOOD PARCELS ALL YEAR ROUND, YOUR 
CONTINUED DONATIONS ARE HELPING COMMUNITIES REBUILD. THE LFT’S AL SIDDIQA BAKERY 
PROGRAMME HAS DELIVERED 2,500,000 LOAVES OF BREAD, FEEDING WIDOWED MOTHERS, 

CHILDREN, ELDERS AND THOSE IN ILL HEALTH.
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INDIA
EDUCATION FOR THEIR FUTURES

Several hundred children in India from nursery school through to university 
undergraduates are given the best opportunity to fulfil their potential 
through an investment in their education.

Our school fee sponsorship programme helps children be better equipped 
to lift themselves and their families out of poverty.

Sponsorship means children are able to stay in school longer and by 
supporting families with key essentials at times of need, children are less 
likely to leave school to pursue work and supplement the family income.

THE COST TO 
SUPPORT A 
FAMILY IS

£25

$38

$30
USD

GBP

CAD

Parcels will contain rice, flour, oil, daal, sugar and 
tea and will support families living in some of the 
poorest communities in India.

IFTAR PARCELS
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KENYA
HARNESSING THE SUN FOR FOOD SECUIRTY

The families supported in the North of Kenya and in the coastal areas near Mombasa will each 
receive a food basket with maize and wheat flour, oil, sugar and rice.

But it is vital our support for communities in Kenya does not stop after 
Ramadhan. The Lady Fatemah Trust is working to provide farmers with 
safe water for irrigation through off grid solar powered units coupled 
with organic fertiliser, seed drying units and training to improve crop 
yields. This is intended to make these farming communities more 
resilient in the longer term.

In the Kilifi district of Kenya, communities face a shortage of 
vital food supplies. Combined effects of climate changes and 
lack of infrastructure mean many families go without enough 
food year round. The Sustainable Development Goals place 
emphasis on zero hunger – good nutrition is vital to enable 
people to live to their full potential.

THE COST TO 
SUPPORT A 
FAMILY IS

£27.50

$48

$38
USD

GBP

CAD

THIS RAMADHAN THE LFT WILL SUPPORT 
FAMILIES THAT WOULD OTHERWISE BE 
LEFT WITHOUT ENOUGH FOOD TO 
BREAK THEIR FAST WITH DIGNITY.

http://ladyfatemahtrust.enthuse.com/ramadanbaskets22


PAKISTAN
SOLAR POWERED IRRIGATION FOR INCOME SECURITY IN THAAR

In Pakistan, the LFT is working in the poorest and arid deserts of the 
Thaar district where we have started promoting farming in the isolated 
communities.

Over 250 small holding farmers with up to 5 acres of land have received 
a solar powered water irrigation system and are growing wheat, barley, 
onions spinach, tomatoes, sunflower tomatoes pepper and chilli!

THE COST TO 
SUPPORT A 
FAMILY IS

£24

$40

$32
USD

GBP

CAD

With your support, families have overcome their daily struggle to secure enough water for both drinking 
and irrigation. Together, we have positively conquered hunger and significantly enhanced nutrition in 
the region and beyond.

Further, in working with these communities, the LFT supports widow headed families to raise goat herds 
to increase financial security and food sources.

who will receive food parcels 
containing flour, sugar, tea, oil, 
rice, chickpeas and salt.

YOUR SUPPORT THIS RAMADHAN IS 
VITAL FOR 1,000 FOOD VULNERABLE 
WIDOW HEADED FAMILIES

IFTAR PARCELS

1000
FAMILIES
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UNITED KINGDOM
HELPING FAMILIES NAVIGATE THE COST OF LIVING CRISIS

Sufra Food Bank, North London has been a 
key partner of the LFT since the start of the 
pandemic. 

Your donations have helped us to partner up 
to provide laptops for children and families 
accessing the food bank to be able to continue 
their school work from home. 

As the cost of living crisis is just on the horizon, 
families already on the margins of poverty find 
themselves forced to choose between keeping 
the house warm and eating dinner. This 
Ramadhan you can help us to support those 
same families to have a warm house and break 
their fast with dignity.

THE COST TO SUPPORT A FAMILY IS

£50 $85$70
USD GBP CAD

THE FOOD BANK PROVIDES EMERGENCY SUPPLIES OF ESSENTIAL FOOD AND TOILETRIES TO 
INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES EXPERIENCING ACUTE CRISIS AND THIS RAMADHAN THE LFT WILL 
SUPPORT FAMILIES LIVING AROUND NORTH LONDON TO BE ABLE TO BREAK THEIR FAST WITH 

DIGNITY THROUGHOUT THE HOLY MONTH.

Parcels will be tailored to family needs and the 
size of the family but will support the family for 
a month’s supply to see them through the Holy 

Month.

IFTAR PARCELS
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AFGHANISTAN

Political events over the past few months have left the whole country food 
dependent. 

Whilst we continue to assist the most vulnerable families with food aid, in 
keeping with the ethos of empowerment, widowed mothers in Kabul have 
started embarking on Mothernomics skills training and over 50 orphaned 
children have returned to educational tutoring in some cases after an 
absence of two years.

THE COST TO 
SUPPORT A 
FAMILY IS

£50

$85

$70
USD

GBP

CAD

Parcels will be tailored to family needs 
and the size of the family but will support 
the family for a month’s supply to see 
them through the Holy Month.

IFTAR PARCELS

TAKING MOTHERNOMICS TO AFGHANISTAN
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GREEK ISLANDSREFUGEES - 

REUNITING FAMILIES THROUGH SAFETY AND SECURITY

Approximately 20,000 refugees are residing on the islands of Greece. 
With a lack of shelter, documentation, or source of income, many are at 
the mercy of the authorities and luck over what their future holds. These 
include pregnant mothers with young children often separated from the 
fathers. 

Forced to leave everything behind, for refugees celebrating Ramadhan 
the LFT this year aims to enable them to access a nutritious supply of 
food throughout the Holy Month.

THE COST TO 
SUPPORT A 
FAMILY IS

£50

$85

$70
USD

GBP

CAD

Ramadhan support sits alongside the LFT’s 
sponsorship of the Lady Fatemah GWC House, a safe 
heaven for over thirty mainly female headed families 
from Afghanistan, Syria and Yemen where they can 
register their status, receive medical care and enlist 
children in schools.

Longer term, parents can gain new skills for income 
generation to be financially independent wherever 
they resettle.

This Ramadhan with your support, the LFT will support 
500 families to enjoy a nutritious meal.

IFTAR PARCELS
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WHAT MORE
CAN I DO?

ONE  MONTH WITHOUT

02

Can you get through a month, without your
favourite food, takeaway or social media 
platform? Raise money by asking your family 
& friends to sponsor you giving up something 
you love for a whole month.

SOCIAL MEDIA

03

Leverage your social media 
presence. Put your followers, 
friends and online buddies to 
some use. Commit to donating 
a set amount for each like or 
share you receive and see your 
engagement soar to all time 
highs!

IFTAAR JAR

04

Keep a jar at home.

Every time during the holy month when you 
sacrifice a treat, have to forego inviting a 
friend or family home during lockdown or 
feel the pain of hunger or thirst, contribute 
an amount you can afford to make a 
permenant difference to someone’s life.

DONATE

01

to our iftaar campaign and 
support a family towards 
long term independence. See 
the details of each county’s 
campaign in this brochure and 
visit www.ladyfatemahtrust.org

To find out more and to make a donation to the Ramadhan Iftaar appeal for 2022, 
please visit http://ladyfatemahtrust.enthuse.com/ramadanbaskets22
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